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EPISODE 134: ONE YEAR OF BIBLICAL HEBREW
WITH JESSE SCHEUMANN

Professor Jesse Scheumann teaches Biblical Hebrew at a
small college, and by the end of the year-long Hebrew
program, his students are advanced enough to read the
biblical book of Jonah in the original Hebrew. His
communication-first approach mixes TPR, story telling,
embedded readings, and some fast-paced vocabulary
learning. The result is undeniably effective. Tune in this
Friday to hear more about Jesse's fascinating classroom,
and pick up a few useful ideas for your own!

Look Back

RECAP OF EPISODE 133: ORGANIZING
OUR INSTRUCTION AND THE
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CYCLE
How do you decide how to structure your
lessons? What do you teach first? What do you
present next? How do students build up their
knowledge over the course of a lesson? Don't
miss this episode in which Stacey presents the
many techniques that have arisen out of
inductive approaches like the experiential
learning cycle as well as a few lesson
organization strategies from past guests!
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Catch Up

Updates from Contributors
Becky Peterson (episode 95)
recently wrote the Topic of the
Week for CASLS Intercom. She
discusses how to foster
inclusion in the world language
classroom. Later, she includes
an activity to do with teachers
to help develop belonging.

February is Language Advocacy
Month. Visit the Lead with
Languages (episode 68) website
to learn more about how you can
participate including a
#langmeme challenge and other
ways to promote language
advocacy.

